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Chapter 1 : [sE:] Spirit of the East
When I first came to this alliance, we were a medium sized alliance on the ever popular Game of War under the
leadership of the legendary Emesis7.

Usually, my pages are designed for less than full screen too. The "times" of Wabun are the times of new
beginnings: The first three Moons are under the direct influence of the East. But you also need to realize that
all the Spirit Keepers are there for you, each with their special gifts and lessons, each with their own time, in a
day, in a year, in our lives. The Stone for Wabun is placed in the Outer Circle marked out for the Medicine
Wheel -- exactly in the cardinal direction East; or as near as you can reckon it. On March 21st of each year
Father Sun is directly East. This is the date of the Spring Equinox, meaning that Father Sun is halfway
between his southernmost point of apparent travel and his northernmost point: This is also when Father Sun is
exactly as much as anything is: Eagle soars high, higher than any other physical being. And yet from this lofty
height He can see the mouse far below. At the same time He sees the whole picture. The first gift of Wabun
which Golden Eagle can help you realize is Clarity. Ask Wabun to help you soar high, close to Creator, and
gain Wisdom. Higher yet, till you gain the Light of Illumination. Golden Eagle has information about this
Eagle; also links to other Eagle pages. Tobacco is one of the main plants used in ceremony. The chosen task of
Tobacco is to carry communications to Creator. Working with Spirit of Tobacco brings clarity and transforms
negativity. It is also good used as an offering in return for gifts from the Earth Mother, like sources of food,
shelter materials, or a Stone or a Feather or other item that is gifted you. Tobacco is usually the Gift given to a
Spiritual Leader or Healer when asking for prayers, a healing, teaching, or counseling. It is also used in
smudge mixtures, to honor Spirit Keeper of the East, to transform negativity, and to carry prayers to the Spirit
world. When not used in a sacred manner Tobacco is a poison, as most of us know. True Catlinite is smooth to
touch and carves easily, "even with a regular pen-knife". It was and is taken carefully and prayerfully from
Mother Earth. The art-craft of quarrying this Sacred Pipestone was almost lost during the past many years of
cultual suppression. But a few families continued to pass down the knowledge and some descendants are still
working the Sacred Quarries today. The links to Quarry and Pipe information, and other interesting
information, are on the right hand menu. Carry Pipestone, sit in meditation with it, or even put a piece under
your pillow, to help you with communication with Spirit. Both Ceremonial and personal pipes are also carved
from Serpentine, Soapstone often the darker varieties and Alabaster. I have noticed that Red is common in the
West, and Yellow or Gold are more common in the East part of the country. Sun Bear uses Red and Gold for
the East direction. Yellow, the Color that I use, is used by most groups in my area. I purchased a X pixel size
from www. Tom Brakefield, Image ID: BF This last link connects to Corbis search. The description of the
positions and totems and their meanings given on these pages is meant only as an introduction, and not a
complete explanation. Meditate and study further for a more complete understanding.
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Spirit of The East, Dublin, Ireland. likes Â· 12 were here. Spirit off the East is a healing holistic center, were we run
meditation classes on a.

Calling in the Directions Calling in the Directions The following are suggestions to get you started with
Calling in the Directions. Choose the words that resonate with you and are related to the spiritual work that
you are doing. Group as many together as you wish. Make them your own. Study the aspects and qualities of
the different Archetypes and Deities, along with the qualities of animals to assist you with your energy work.
When you Call in or Invoke the Directions stand or sit with open palms and facing the direction being called
upon. Here are some suggested openings: We call upon the winged ones, the Great Eagle and the Hawk, the
Condor and the Vulture; teach us to fly wing to wing with Great Spirit. We call upon the wisdom of the Great
Owl. Teach us to see through illusion. Conclude your directional invocation with: Spirit Keepers â€” Energies
of the East join us; assist us this day. And So It Is! We are Grateful for the Blessings and assistance. Hail
energies of the East. Use your creativity and intuition. I call upon the Guardians of Fire. Hail Spirit Keepers of
the South. I call forth St Germaine and the violet flame to assist us in change. I call the Lion, the Puma and
Sekhmet, who fiercely protects those whom she loves. I call forth the Great Serpent; teach us to shed the past
as easily as you shed your skin. Spirit Keepers â€” Energies of the South join us; assist us this day. We are
Grateful for the Blessings and assistance we receive from your life-giving energies. Candle, cauldron fire salt
and alcohol â€” details on Spiritual Tools page A picture or statue of a lion, Sekmet, Arch Angel Michael,
snake, sun, the color red Include items that are calling to be placed on the altar. Element of water â€” Color
Blue Place of the setting Sun, the Emotional Realm; the place of reflection and introspection The place of
endings, of death that is not an ending, but a transition to a new beginning. I call forth Magdalene that we
might know alchemy, kindness and mercy. Element of Earth â€” Color Green or Black The place of Wisdom,
Knowledge and Discernment; The place of the Grandmothers, Grandfathers; the Ancestors and the Ancient
Ones The place of abundance, prosperity, sustenance, grounding, and physical manifestation; the Physical
Realm; the place of rejuvenating rest, peaceful slumber, stillness, inner wisdom, North Star and the place of
Mystery, the place where dreams begin We invite the energies of the Owl, Hummingbird, Wolf, Horse,
Buffalo and Bull, White Buffalo Woman with Her strength and transformation of life. We call forth Archangel
Uriel, Guardian of the North. We call upon the Goddess Isis and Her aspects of the warrior, the sage, the
mother, the teacher and the healer. We invite Nuit, whose body holds the stars; Nu Kua, the Dragon-tailed
Goddess, who is the restorer of Cosmic Equilibrium, the repairer and Organizer of the Universe, Great Spirit,
you who are known by a thousand names Spirit Keepers â€” Energies of the Above join us; assist us this day.
Stars, pictures or replicas of planets, solar systems, Arch Angels, Ascended Masters, colors of silver, gold,
shiny, sparkly etc. Include items that are calling to be placed on the altar. Spirit Keepers â€” Energies of the
Above join us; assist us this day. Stones and crystals, anything of the Earth, dark colored scarf or drape
Include items that are calling to be placed on the altar. The place of timelessness and transformation. The
place of the Void from which all things are born and to whom all things return Spirit Keepers â€” Energies of
the Above join us; assist us this day. Sacred Space is also a very nice space to do crafts or art work in. When
you are finished with your healing work or Rite, your Sacred Space must be closed. Remember to Release the
Directions and give thanks to the energies that participated and assisted you in your circle. The last direction
called is released first. Here are some suggested closings. Create, choose and group as you wish: You are free
to go. Once you have released the Directions, you may finish off with: Merry meet, Merry part and merry
meet again. This action clears away negative energy that you acquired during the day. This can be done with
smoldering sage. For more options on smudging and purification see my article on Smudging and Purification
on the Spiritual Tools page of my website www. If you came here first, check out my video on Calling in the
Directions. Fellowship of Isis www.
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Sailing yacht SPIRIT OF THE EAST was built in and has been maintained in immaculate condition both inside and out.
S/Y SPIRIT OF THE EAST measures m (98' 5") in length and was built by Aegean Yacht Services with design by Peter
Burnet FCSD.

Ilmarinen , blacksmith and god of the wind, weather and air. Tuuletar, goddess or spirit of the wind. Boreas ,
god of the north wind and of winter. Eurus , god of the unlucky east or southeast wind. Notus , god of the
south wind. Zephyrus , god of the west wind. Aparctias, another name for the north wind not identified with
Boreas. Apheliotes, god of the east wind when Eurus is considered southeast. Argestes, another name for the
west or northwest wind. Caicias, god of the northeast wind. Circios or Thraskias, god of the north-northwest
wind. Euronotus, god of the southeast wind. Lips, god of the southwest wind. Skeiron, god of the northwest
wind. Apollo , god of storms and favorable winds. Aurai , nymphs of the breezes. Dioscuri, or Castor and
Pollux , they were protectors of sailors and received sacrifices for favorable winds. Poseidon , god of the
Ocean and brother of Zeus. He sends favorable winds for ships to sail. Zeus , King of the gods and Lord of the
Sky. Cardea , goddess of health, thresholds, door hinges and handles, associated with the wind Venti, in
Roman mythology Latin, "winds" were the deities equivalent to the Greek Anemoi.
Chapter 4 : The Franklin Mint Spirit of the East Wind | eBay
Spirit Cheer's Beast of the East is not a Partner Perfect Event but THS is available to help book rooms for your group.
Parking Spirit Cheer hosts events at large venues that may charge parking fees.

Chapter 5 : List of wind deities - Wikipedia
spirit keeper of the east The time of Wabun begins with the Spring equinox, the beginning of our solar year. The "times"
of Wabun are the times of new beginnings: the time of Dawn, of Spring, of early Childhood, of Birth, the bursting forth of
all new things with renewed energy.

Chapter 6 : Album Search for "spirit of the east" | AllMusic
Add tags for "The Spirit of the East: an anthology of prose and verse inspired by the people, places, and legends of the
East". Be the first. Similar Items.

Chapter 7 : The Spirit of the East
Find great deals on eBay for spirit of the east wind plate. Shop with confidence.

Chapter 8 : Beast of the East
Events. All American DI DII Nationals (Orlando) Beast of the East DI DII Winter Nationals (Atlantic City) Best of the
Northwest DI DII Nationals (Tacoma).

Chapter 9 : Wabun - Spirit Keeper Of The East
Energies/Spirit of the East: Element of Air - Color Yellow Place/land of the rising Sun, birth and rebirth, the winds that
bring new beginnings, the winds that bring about clarity; the breath of Life, the place of Enlightenment and Illumination,
new day, new cycle ; of open horizons, the Mental Realm; the place of being mindful, the place where dreams take
action.
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